F. Wilson McComb founded the MGCC Vintage Register and was the General Secretary of the international MG Car Club. He was a member of the team that pioneered the 'real' MG sports cars of the 1960s. His classic history is universally admired as the best that has been written on MG. Jonathan Wood now brings the story up-to-date, analysing the astonishing resurgence of the marque as part of the Rover Group, and in particular the success of the MGF, a sports car worthy of the famous octagon.

'This is a history as it should be presented, balanced, absorbing, and with the right amount of detailed information and comment.'

Motor Sport

'It is a very full and authoritative account.'

Daily Telegraph

'A recommended buy, especially for MG fans.'

Motor

Denne bog tilhører
MG Car Club Danish Centre

... og er købt for medlemmeres kontingent.
Pas på den, som var det din egen –
husk at aflevere den efter lån